Differences in human visual evoked potentials during the perception of colour as revealed by a bootstrap method to compare cortical activity. A prospective study.
The aim of this prospective study was to investigate the colour related information in cortical activity as it is recorded from the scalp, by comparing the shape of the potential fields. Six healthy volunteers and two volunteers with known protanopsia were used to record multichannel visual evoked potentials after stimulation with chromatic stimuli of equally perceived brightness. The scalp fields resulting from each of the four chromatic stimuli were compared in pairs, in every possible combination and for each time point, using Efron's bootstrap method. It was found that, in comparison to other stimuli responses, the long dominant wavelength stimulus results in significant differences of cortical activity. These are mainly identified in two time periods: (a) at mid-latency responses, usually during the onset and development of P100 component, and (b) after the peak (on the decline) of P100 component. Similar but less evident behaviour was identified when the responses from the short dominant wavelength stimulus were compared with those from the other stimuli. Colour effects were not significant in protanops. The proposed method can be used to locate in time and quantify the differences in cortical activity during colour perception.